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Iraq: What is it worth?
At the start of 2007, sound minded people looked at Iraq and
thought: "what a mistake".
This is naive.
The misery suffered by the Iraqis is not the the sideeffect of errors
of political judgement. It is the result of calculated planning.
Since 1990, the ‘coalition of the willing’ has worked tirelessly to
induce conditions of escalating misery; for these are the conditions
required for unconditional surrender on our terms.
Consider 12 years of crippling sanctions stripping Iraq of effective
defences (against disease as well as military force). Consider the
bombing and looting of power plants which once faithfully provided
24 hour water and electricity, or the decomissioning of the Iraqi
army which, overnight, left 100,000s of families without an
income. Consider the levelling of Fallujah, a town with a similar
sized population to Leicester. Consider the US door to door kickings
and kidnappings and the training of proxy death squads. These
operations were planned.
Make no mistake. Such is the sirenlike allure of the world's most
highly valued prize, any amount of provocation or torture is
routinely excused, any amount of killing forgiven, no amount of
human suffering seen as a barrier.
The prize? Liquid cash  ample undrilled oil reserves, which are
estimated to be worth, in potential foreign oil company contracts
alone, around $1 trillion.
Now, who could use a pile of dollars 95 miles high right now?
Let’s think....
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Essential Reading:
During foot and mouth, we counted the corpses
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Essential Viewing:

Iraq: A Decade of Hell

Iraq: A Decade of Hell  Stefan Molyneux

BBC Panorama: Daylight Robbery

Daylight Robbery  what happened to the $23 bn?
Panorama June 08
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Iraq: Mixing Oil & Blood -- Part 1/3

Iraq: Mixing Oil & Blood

BANNED Pres. Bush Interview

President Bush, interviewed by Carol Coleman, 2004

Related News
2014:
Voices from Baghdad  10 years on
2013:
4 years on  Chilcot enquiry report remains unpublished!
6000+ civilians killed in Iraq in 2013 (15 car bombs in one day)
CIA files: US supported Saddam as he gassed Iranians and Kurds
1000 killed in Baghdad in July  car bombings persist
14% of Iraq's population have been made orphans!
Sanctions hit sales of Iranian oil and cause currency volitility
He was hanging upside down. James Steele didn't react
Contractors have reaped $136bn from Iraq war to date
The invasion of Iraq: 10 years on
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2012:
Iraq now has funding shortfall despite record oil exports!
Nouri alMaliki criticised for his 'autocratic tendencies'
2010:
War log  146 deaths  just another day in occupied Iraq
Iran is new home for 400,000 Iraqi refugees
Iraq in talks to buy BAE Hawk jets worth up to £1bn
BP, Exxon Mobil and Shell back in Iraq for first time since 1972
Gov. Lawyer  Invasion had no 'legal basis in international law'
2009:
Shell seals deal to exploit huge Majnoon oilfield
UK Attorney General was bullied into accommodating invasion
Oil industry executives helped drive push to control Iraq's oil
BP is first to seal a deal  to exploit Rumaila oilfield near Basra
Oil contracts will "shackle Iraqi economy for next 20 years"
Coalition companies to get 75% of profits from Iraqi oil
2008:
Ex law lord: invasion was 'serious violation of international law'
40bn barrels of Iraq's recoverable reserves up for offer in London
A return to dining off Iraq's oil wealth just like in the 1920s
No bid contracts set to bring Exxon, Shell, Total and BP to Iraq
The invasion of Iraq succeeded in trebling the price of oil
Shell, Exxon Mobil & Co poised to move into Basra
US built Pipeline Exclusion Zone is guarded by Kurds
2007:
10% of world's oil reserves  100 blocks up for exploration
Looted Iraqi antiquities shipped to Western collectors
Greenspan  Iraq is about oil. 1.2 million dead
Good news from Baghdad at last: the oil law has stalled
The Other War: Iraq Vets Bear Witness
New York Times calls for immediate withdrawal from Iraq

Australian ministers confused over reasons for Iraq invasion
Iraqis to Bush: "You have left us with nothing"
A deliberate policy of torture
Iraqi Union leaders see the proposed oil law as theft of Iraq's oil
Operation Freedom from Iraqis
New Oil Law will result in privatisation of Iraq's Oil
Red Cross lament everworsening humanitarian crisis (April 07)
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We have ruined a once modern society
Iraq’s refugee crisis is nearing catastrophe
2003  2006:
$23bn  what happened to Iraq's missing billions?
During foot and mouth, we counted the corpses
Has the Empire Really Failed?
Sabotage of pipelines slows amount of oil leaving Iraq
It's still about oil in Iraq
PSAs could put 64% of Iraq's oil reserves into foreign hands
Blair: Iraq oil claim is 'conspiracy theory'
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